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The future of 
home security
The weakest part of a house are the windows and doors. 
This is a fact that most burglars are well aware of and most 
burglaries of course happen through these weak spots. 
Unfortunately the previous security measures have not 
proven to be sufficient and we need to direct our attention 
more towards securing windows and doors. 

There has not previously been a product on the market to 
meet the peoples need for security and aesthetics. This has 
resulted in insufficient security.

To accommodate these serious security issues we have 
developed the SafeRoller. 

Security is the main purpose but the SafeRoller may also be 
useful as shading or darkening depending on the design. 
You can also choose to combine the SafeRoller with a tradi-
tional roller-blind and thus have more design options with 
the SafeRoller Combi.

The SafeRoller is a patented system tested in accordance 
with the European standards for security products for win-
dows and doors. It is easy to integrate in both existing and 
new constructions.

Developing this solution has been a natural process since 
our vision is to ensure the safety and well-being for people 
with our Sun & Safe products.

Sun & Safe Systems



SafeRoller®
The SafeRoller effectively protects your home 
against burglary. It is also designed and operated 
with such simplicity and elegance that it is easily 
integrated in both new and existing construtions.

The SafeRoller works almost like traditional vene-
tian blinds. And it is so effective that you can leave 
the windows open with just the SafeRoller shut and 
still be properly secured.

The SafeRoller comes in to versions, with perfo- 
rated or non-perforated slats. The non-perforated 
version is ideal for darkening rooms. The perforated 
version lets in the daylight and gives you the pos-
sibility of air flow with a more comfortable indoor 
climate.



Operating the SafeRoller®
The SafeRoller is easy to operate. You can choose to  
do it manually or with a remote – one for each Safe- 
Roller or one for all in the house. Operating from a 
computer or mobile device is also  an option.

Automatics such as timer and light sensor can be 
connected, and the SafeRoller can also be connec- 
ted to your alarm system so that it rolls down when 
the alarm is set and up when it is deactivated.



The textil roller-blind comes in many different 
colors, patterns and fabrics. Some with transpar-
ency, some with darkening qualities, and some in 
between.
All you have to do is choose the style that suits 
you and your home.

SafeRoller® Combi
SafeRoller Combi is a further developement of the 
SafeRoller. We are combining the security part with 
a shading part in the form of a textile roller-blind. 
The two blinds are operated seperately and this 
way you can easily roll down the roller-blind for 
regular shading without using the security part of 
the SafeRoller. 
When you leave the house you simply roll down the 
the security part of the SafeRoller.



Mounting the SafeRoller®
The SafeRoller is produced to fit the mounting 
place. This way you are getting a tailored solution 
fitting the specific door/window perfectly.
The SafeRoller can be mounted on the window 
frame or on the wall. The roll can be concealed 
either by integrating it in the wall or by placing it in 
a top box.




